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the Bhima and Nira rivers. Below the Ghats the Swarajya included
the Northern and Southern Konkans, Ramnagar,  Javar,   Chaul.
Bhivandi, Kalyan, Rajapur, Dabhol, Rajapuri, Fonda, and a portion
of North Kanara, Akola and Kudal. In the extreme south, Gadag,
Halyal, Bellary, and Kopal were held by Shivaji to keep up his
communications with Tanjore and GingL On the north-east side,
Shivaji's possessions included detached posts in Sangamner, Baglan,
Khandesh and Berar.   This narrow  and   irregular   strip   which
constituted   the   Swarajya   was   restored   to   Shahu,   excepting
Khandesh, in exchange for which an extension was allowed on the
Pandharpur side of the Bhiina valley.   The six subhas over which
the    right    of    levying    chouth    was     conceded,     included
Berar, Khandesh, Aurangabad, Bedar, Hyderabad and Bijapur.   In
the accounts of the Empire the six subhas were supposed to yield
in all eighteen crores of rupees on which the sardeshmukhi charge
represented one-tenth, and the chouth would be one-fourth.   The
necessity of such a recognition of these rights by the Emperor had
forced itself upon Balaji Vishwanath's mind by the fact that no
other measure would have restored tranquillity to the country.
There was no permanence in the arrangements by which the
different commanders had established their power in different parts
of the Deccan.   Each great leader was fully alive to the fact that
it was their common interest to establish a bond of union between
the old and the new order of things, between the Moghul Governors
and fauzdars and  civil rulers  of  all  kinds,  and  the  Maratha
commanders who established  themselves in  power on these old
foundations.    The sanad for the chouth stipulated that Shahu
should retain 15,000 horse in the Emperor's service.   They were
to be kept in the different districts at the disposal of the Moghul
governors.   The chouth was, unlike the sardeshmukhi, not a vatan.
but a payment for service in the shape of protecting the country
and preventing foreign aggression.   If all the six subhas had been
brought under contribution at the figure mentioned in the sanad,
they would have yielded four crores and a half of rupees, but the
country had been so devastated by Aurangzeb's wars and conquests,
that the actual yield was   not   one-fourth   that   amount.    The
proportion of 25 per cerit. for the chouth levied was apparently fixed
upon the understanding that the local  expenses of  Government
under the Moghul empire were about one-fourth of the entire
collections.   The chouth collection wa& undertaken by the Maratha
leaders and was conceded to them because it involved no real loss
of the net revenue which reached the hands of the central authorities
at Delhi, being 75  per cent,  of the  total collections.     Owing,
however, to the depressed state of the country, the sardeshmukhi

